Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India’s leading integrated glass company, to participate in the in the Big 5 Construct India to be held on September 10-12, 2015 at Bombay Exhibition Centre, Goregaon (E). The conference is expected to be attended by over 1000 professionals from the building and construction industry.

Running in its 3rd annual edition, the Big 5 Construct India brings together entire portfolio of building and construction products and materials together under one roof. Carrying forward the legacy of ‘Big 5 construction events’ organized in Middle East, the Big 5 Construct India promises to bring quality buyers, investors and construction industry stakeholders from Middle East and Europe.

The highlights of the summit are:

300+ brands at display from 25+ countries representing more than 250 exhibitors.

Key buyers from Delhi, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu to attend.

Free technical seminars to stay up-to-date with the latest industry advancements.
Certified workshops to improve industry credentials and continue professional development.

Event supported by the Indian Institute of Architects (IIA) and the Council of Architecture (COA).

VIP buyer program to drive quality buyers from across India.

On participation in the Big 5 Summit Vikram Khanna, CMO, COO – Consumer Glass, COO - Architectural Institutional Business, and CIO said, "Glass has become an integral part of modern architecture and construction industry. A versatile and sustainable material, glass – used for facades, windows or in interiors – gives buildings and homes structural stability, aesthetic appeal and a contemporary look, while also helping to save energy and costs. With advancements in technology and processing methods, glass has evolved from being a building material to an architectural approach. Eco-friendly buildings are using glass as a means to both reduce electricity consumption, preventing wastage apart from improving aesthetics. AIS has pioneered innovations in glass processing technology to develop both single-glazed and double-glazed products with the best ‘green’ parameters. The objective of participating in Big 5 Construct is to showcase the complete range of high performance glasses—Ecosense and value added processed glasses by AIS. It will also help us to meet and network with visitors and secure some good business enquiries for the coming months.”